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ALL OF THESE LINES
ACROSS MY FACE
Chris Hoke  |  Teaching Writer

“I do this weird kind of graphic journalism,” our guest Teaching
Writer, Wendy MacNaughton, says to the women around the
tables, all wearing oversized red inmate scrubs.
 
The ladies pass around copies of Wendy’s whimsical line and
watercolor portraits she’s made famous in her New York Times
Meanwhile column, and the back page of The California Sunday
Magazine.
 
But none of the women in the jail facing charges really read the
New York Times.
 
“Then again,” Wendy continues, “maybe it’s not that weird.
People have been drawing pictures and telling stories since the
beginning of time. In caves, on pottery . . .”
 
We don’t do visual arts in Underground Writing. But writing—I
suggest to the jailhouse class, as an introduction—is more than
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creatively arranging words one after another.  Sometimes you
don’t truly see something until you try to draw it.
 
So, as Wendy invites us to pair up and turn to the person next to
us—mostly women who’ve been arrested, discarded, and
detained in a detention center, where no digital images can slip
out to the public, where there are no mirrors in their cells, and
where eye contact has consequences—she is inviting us to
practice making visible those who have been made invisible.
 
Chairs scrape the ground.
 
I face a white woman my age.  She has an array of tattoos, and
not the pretty kind.  Additionally, she has one of the few truly
intimidating faces around the tables. “Nice to meet you,
Heather,” I whisper.
 
Wendy tells the class we can’t look down at our pens or paper as
we draw each other’s faces.
 
Heather and I hold sustained eye contact for the next several
minutes. With my pen slow and cautious on the paper in my lap,
my eyes follow the shape of her forehead and jawline straight in
front of me. Jagged skin above one eye—a wiggle in my pen.
Now the nose. And so on. I almost forget she is studying my
face at the same time, maybe closer than anyone in my life ever
has.
 
Then Wendy says stop.
 
There’s laughter in the room as the women look down and see
the mess they’ve made of each other’s faces.
 
Heather shows me her drawing (included above). I’d heard her
pen hitting the paper for a while. This is what my beard inspired.
Her portrait of me is a crazy round yarn ball of angry lines, with
a huge smile beneath it all.
 
We look at my own blind drawing (included below). We are still
for a moment. The nose overlaps the lips. Her irises float just
outside her eyelashes. And yet: “You nailed it,” she laughs.
“That’s me.” 
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[Drawing of Heather's face]

Next, we interview each other. In Underground Writing, our
writing prompts are responses to other writers. Today it’s Brandi
Carlile, an American folk songwriter:
 
All of these lines across my face 
Tell you the story of who I am 
So many stories of where I’ve been
And how I got to where I am
 
But these stories don’t mean anything
If you’ve got no one to tell them to
 
So, we ask each other: “What’s the story behind some of the
lines on your face?”
 
In a few minutes, it’s time to share.
 
A middle-aged black woman, Sorpresa, raises her hand. She
introduced herself earlier as from the Bronx. Now she introduces
her workshop partner, an older white woman, who appears to be
from upriver, here in rural Skagit County.
 
“This is Karen.” She holds up the drawing. “It’s a very



complicated picture.” It looks like a large tangle of colorless
Christmas lights. “I was in an abusive relationship,” she reads.
“It left this scar from stitches under my left eye. He hit me,
kidnapped me.” There is silence.
 
“If you could see my legs,” Karen adds, to the whole class, “I
have bullet holes.” She wipes her eyes. Then holds up what she
made. “Here’s Sorpresa:”
 
I was with my brothers and sisters in Puerto Rico. And we
climbed the mango tree to get some ripe ones. And when our
Mom pulled me down, I got caught on the barbed wire, part of
my face. Although we got whooped that night, I’ll always see
that scar and smile about those mangoes.
 
 “I am sixty-four years old,” a young woman with colorful
tattoos reads, “and I deserve every line on my face.” The older
woman with long, silver hair next to her nods.
 
They switch. The elder reads her young tier-mate’s words: “I
have lines around my mouth from feeling forced to smile when
I’m uncomfortable.”
 
Every woman in the room makes an immediate noise of
understanding.
 
“I’ve done this with politicians,” Wendy says at the end. “People
in California and Washington DC. And they had a much harder
time than you ladies today.”
 
In an age of selfies, where we drown in digital images, personal
and political propaganda, online and onscreen, I marvel at how
these crazy low-fi portraits, combined with directly accessible
words, capture something tender and essentially alive. More
than fancy camera lenses, or stylish language. Maybe the finest
instruments to magnify another are our newly-dilated organs of
attention.
 
-----

Meanwhile . . . During her visit with Underground Writing,
Wendy encountered video visitation booths at the jail.  The
image/idea/reality gave rise to much thought, and became an



illustrated feature in the New York Times.  You can see/read the
feature here.
 

OTHER NEWS & UPDATES

Emanuel, an alumnus at our Migrant Leaders Club site, was
recently featured in an article by the Migrant Clinicians
Network.  Read the article here.

Emanuel's writings are included in When the Dust Rises, a
collaborative project of the Mount Vernon Migrant Leaders Club
and Underground Writing.  The book is comprised of 250 pages
of student writing, art, photography, and afterword/resource
material. The book's foreword is written by two-time U.S. Poet
Laureate, Juan Felipe Herrera.  A fifth printing is currently under
way, and there are still copies available for immediate order:
https://undergroundwriting.org
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and program updates—has returned from summer break.  Check
out Episode 31, available now.  Also, consider checking out
KITE, our new serial within the podcast stream.  KITE is
an audio zine that follows a simple format: 8-12 pieces of
student writing read aloud with silence or a note or two of music
between each piece.  Both of these are available for download
from your preferred podcast provider, or online
here: https://undergroundwriting.org/podcast

[Skagit County Juvenile Detention site]

Underground Writing is a literature-based creative writing
program serving migrant, incarcerated, recovery, and other
at-risk communities in northern Washington through literacy
and personal transformation.  Underground Writing
facilitates generative readings of literature spanning the
tradition—from ancient texts to those written in our
workshops.   Honoring the transforming power of the word,
we believe that attentive reading leads to attentive writing,
and that attentive writing has the power to assist in the
restoration of communities, the imagination, and individual
lives.

Our newsletter is published every other month, along with
special editions and updates throughout the year.  For 2019,
we'll be sharing stories/essays written by our faculty of
Teaching Writers, featuring our various workshop sites in
Skagit Valley, Washington.

https://undergroundwriting.org/podcast


Underground Writing sites:

Skagit County Juvenile Detention (Youth)
Mount Vernon Migrant Leaders Club
     (Youth - Mount Vernon School District)
Skagit Valley Recovery Community (Adults)
YMCA Oasis Daylight Center (Youth) 
Skagit County Community Justice Center  (Adults) 
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